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Lawn Sprinkler Startup
By Joseph Prescia

American Joe

(719) 671-8015

As dry as it has
been it may be a good

“Those who
have the gold
make the rules”

idea to startup your
sprinkler system early this
year to minimize killing of
trees, plants and your lawn.
You may need to rewinterize it again, but the
benefits far outweigh the
possible problems.

Pueblo’s Professional Handyman

Sprinkler Problems

The Positive Side

Broken lines, crushed
sprinkler heads and bad
valves can multiply during
the winter months, causing
you great frustration at this
time of the year. You can’t
spot and fix each problem
as it happens when you’re
not using the system every
day.

Lawn sprinklers and drip
systems really do save you
time once you get them
functioning properly. If you
have a problem on a
particular zone or valve, you
can usually elect to bypass
that section and have your
system water the other
sections until you can get
around to fixing the problem
zone.

Hand Watering

WHAT CAN YOU DO?
● Make all you can. Never be
jealous of someone else when
you can be just as successful.
● As Americans, we still have
the freedom to choose our
course in life. Don’t waste a
right that others have fought
and died for.
● Never assume that you have
to settle for what you have
when deep down you know you
have the passion to fight for
your best in action.
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● Lawn Sprinklers
● Water Heaters
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● Emergency Repair
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If you have the time, hand
watering with your hose
may be an option. Be sure
to remember to disconnect
your hose from your outside
st
faucet until April 1 . After
that date, the chance of a
hard freeze is very minimal.

Calling a professional is
another way of transferring
your frustrations to
someone else who would
be glad to help you with
your problems.

Need Some Good Luck?
By Joseph Prescia

Economy got you
down? Someone once

It’s easy to make money,
but it’s very hard for some to they have the ability to figure
it out for themselves and be
be able to hold on to what
said, “Luck is what
very successful.
they make.
happens when
You Don’t Need Luck
The Blame Game
preparation meets
You simply need to prepare
opportunity.” One of the
Too many people are
your mind for success. If you
greatest times to start a
pointing fingers at who’s to
are blaming others then YOU
new business is when
blame for this economy.
are part of the problem.
times are tough.
May I suggest that is the
Opportunities abound in ANY
Individuals that start a
wrong way to view a
economy. It’s up to you to
business on a shoestring problem? The right way to
deliver. 300 million Americans
budget in a down
look at this problem is to
are in need of some type of
economy are more apt to ask, “What can I do to make
product or service. Will you
succeed because they
something positive
be the one to provide what
have learned how to keep happen?” Too many look to they need in your
expenses down.
others for answers when
neighborhood?

